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 This book was created to be a practical resource for busycounsellors and therapists working
with dyslexic customers in thetime-constrained world of modern therapy. Great
counsellingremediates problems in human relationships. When the concepts of effective
counsellingcombine with the concepts of effective literacy teaching, thendyslexia becomes not
only manageable but potent, a source ofindividual power and wisdom. Good teaching
remediatesproblems in literacy.While much has been written about dyslexia and literacy, small
hasbeen written about dyslexia and counselling. Additionally it is a referencefor anyone who's
interested in the counselling perspective ondyslexia: parents, teachers and anyone working in, for
exampleprimary care or the public services.
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 I believe I've bought almost every book on Amazon that has 'dyslexia' in the name, and most are
fairly one-sided (e. This book is completely excellent. I eventually have dyslexia And become a
mental health professional - but in my opinion this would be considered a great book also for non-
counsellors. This reserve gives an incredibly comprehensive overview of all areas of the social
and psychological complexities of growing up with dyslexia -- and is particularly insightful and
accurate.Excellent Book for all Dyslexic Adults, Dyslexia Mental Health Suppliers, and Parents of
Dyslexic Children! The 'strengths of dyslexia'), or are targeted at parents with dyslexic children
(which not many people are).g. This publication is more well rounded than any other book I've
read and also sums up the scientific literature perfectly. Highly recommended!
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